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A HILBERT SCHEME OF RADIUS TWO
RITVIK RAMKUMAR
Abstract. We give an explicit example of a Hilbert scheme whose incidence graph has radius two.
1. introduction
Consider the Hilbert scheme HilbPptq Pn that parameterizes subschemes of Pnk with a fixed
Hilbert polynomial Pptq. A celebrated theorem of Reeves bounds the radius of the Hilbert
scheme by degPptq ` 1. More precisely, one can associate to HilbPptq Pn its incidence graph: to
each irreducible component we assign a vertex, andwe connect two vertices if the corresponding
components intersect.
Definition. Define thedistance dpC, Dq between two components C, D to be the number of edges
in the shortest path linking the correspondingvertices. Let rD “ maxtdpC, Dq : C a component of
HilbPptq Pnu, and define the radius of the Hilbert scheme to be radpHilbPptq Pnq “ mintrD :
D a component of HilbPptq Pnu. We identify any component D for which radpHilbPptq Pnq “ rD
as a center of the graph.
Every Hilbert scheme is connected [H66] and contains a generically smooth irreducible com-
ponent called the lexicographic component [RS97]. By studying this component in relation to
other components Reeves established,
Theorem 1.1 ( [R95, Theorem 7]). Consider the Hilbert schemeHilbPptq Pn and let d “ degPptq be the
dimension of the parameterized subschemes. Then the distance from any component to the lexicographic
component is at most d ` 1. In particular, the radius of the Hilbert scheme is at most d ` 1.
It is natural to ask to what extent Reeves’ bound on the radius is sharp. As far as we are
aware, no explicit example of a Hilbert scheme with radius larger than one has appeared in the
literature. The goal of this note is to give an example of such a Hilbert scheme.
Since the lexicographic component is, in general, the best understood component, one might
start by studying the components which meet the lexicographic component. However, there
are two immediate obstacles. The first is that it is difficult to determine all the components
of the Hilbert scheme. Secondly, it is even more difficult to prove that two components of the
Hilbert scheme do not meet. Even if we succeeded in determining which components meet the
lexicographic component, the lexicographic component might not be the center of the incidence
graph. We overcome these problems by working with an infinite family of Hilbert schemes
where we completely understand a component different from the lexicographic component. For
simplicity, we assume k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero.
Definition 1.2. Let n ě 3 and let Hn “ HilbPnptq Pn be the Hilbert scheme corresponding to
the Hilbert polynomial Pnptq “ 2
`t`n´2
n´2
˘ ´ `t`n´4n´4 ˘. Let Hn1 denote the irreducible component
of Hn whose general member parameterizes a pair of codimension two linear spaces meeting
transversely in Pn . LetHn2 denote the componentwhose generalmember parameterizesQYΛn´3
whereQ is a quadric pn´2q-fold andΛn´3 is a codimension three linear space such thatQXΛn´3
is a codimension four linear space.
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2 R. RAMKUMAR
Theorem 1.3 ( [CCN11, Theorem 1.1]1). Let n ě 3. The only component ofHn thatHn1 meets isHn2 .
Here is the main theorem of this note:
Theorem A. The radius of the Hilbert scheme H5 is two. Moreover, the lexicographic component is not
the center of the incidence graph.
With a bit more analysis, that we omit, we can describe a large portion of the incidence graph.
In particular, other than the six known components ofH5 [CCN11, Remark 2.7] we found another
component and we were able to determine how these components met one another. Moreover,
we checked that all of these components are generically smooth. We believe that these are all the
components, but we were unable to prove it:
H51 H52 H53
H54
H55
H56
H5lex
Here is a description of the components appearing in the graph. For the rest of the paragraph,
Λi will denote an i-dimensional linear space and Q will denote a quadric threefold.
(i) The general point of H53 parameterizes the scheme theoretic union Q Y Λ2 Y Z where Z
is a double line of genus ´2 embedded along Λ2 and Q XΛ2 is a conic.
(ii) The general point of H54 parameterizes Q Y Λ2 Y Λ1 such that Q and Λ2 lie in a four
dimensional linear subspace of P5, and Q XΛ1 is a point.
(iii) The general point of H55 parameterizes Q Y Λ2 Y Λ1 such that Q and Λ2 lie in a four
dimensional linear subspace of P5, and Λ2 XΛ1 is a point
(iv) The general point of H56 parameterizes Q Y Λ2 Y Λ1 Y Λ0 such that Q, Λ2 and Λ1 lie in a
four dimensional linear subspace of P5, and Λ0 is an isolated point.
(v) The general point of H5lex parameterizes Q Y Λ2 Y Λ1 Y Λ0 Y Λ10 such that Q, Λ2 and Λ1
lie in a four dimensional linear subspace of P5, Λ1 XΛ2 is a point, and Λ0 ,Λ10 are isolated
points.
It is conceivable that limnÑ8 radpHnq “ 8; however, investigating this is beyond our current
capabilities. Thus we make the following conjecture,
ConjectureB. There exists a family ofHilbert schemes tHilbQdptq PndudPN such thatdegQdptq “ d
and radpHilbQdptq Pnd q “ Opdq as d Ñ8.
2. Computing the radius
We begin the section by fixing some notation and terminology. Throughout the paper S will
denote the polynomial ring krx0 , . . . , xns. Given an ideal I Ď S, by abuse of notation, we use
I or Z to denote the k-point in the Hilbert scheme corresponding to Z “ ProjpS{Iq Ď Pn . The
ideal associated to a subscheme always refers to its saturated ideal. By a component of Hn we
always mean an irreducible component. For facts about the lexicographic component, including
a description of its general point we refer to [RS97].
The group GLn`1 acts on S andHn by a change of coordinates. An ideal of S or its correspond-
ing point on the Hilbert scheme is said to be Borel-fixed if it is fixed by the Borel subgroup of
1Our notation differs from [CCN11]; in their paper the authors use Hn to denote the componentHn1 .
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GLn`1 consisting of upper triangular matrices. Since a Borel-fixed ideal is fixed by the subgroup
of diagonal matrices, it is generated by monomials. Borel’s fixed point theorem implies that for
any I in Hn there is a one-parameter family whose general fiber is I and whose special fiber is
a Borel-fixed ideal. Moreover, every component in Hn and every intersection of components of
Hn contains a Borel-fixed ideal. For more details on their structure we refer to [E95, Chapter 15].
Prior to analyzing H5 we need a sufficiently good understanding of H4. The general point
of H4lex parameterizes a quadric surface union a line and two isolated points, such that the line
meets the quadric at two points.
Lemma 2.1. The Hilbert schemeH4 has three Borel-fixed ideals:
I1 “ px20 , x0x1 , x0x2 , x21q, I2 “ px20 , x0x1 , x0x2 , x0x3 , x31 , x21x2q, Ilex “ px0 , x31 , x21x22 , x21x2x3q.
Moreover,
(i) I1 only lies inH41 andH42,
(ii) Ilex only lies inH4lex,
(iii) I2 is in every component ofH4zH41.
Proof. TheBorel-fixed ideals canbe computedusing [MN14,Algorithm4.6] orusing the computer
algebra system Macaulay2 [M2] and the package Strongly stable ideals [AL19]. By [R20, Theorem
C]2 I1 is the unique Borel-fixed ideal onH41. SinceH41 meetsH42 and their intersectionmust contain
a Borel-fixed ideal, I1 also lies in H42. Since H41 does not meet any other component (Theorem
1.3), I1 does not lie on any other component. It is well known that the lexicographic ideal, Ilex, is
a smooth point [RS97] and thus it lies on its own component, H4lex. Since H4 is connected, every
component ofH4zH41 contains I2. 
Proposition 2.2. The Hilbert schemeH4 has radius one while the distance betweenH41 andH4lex is two.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1 as every component ofH4 meetsH42 and
H4lex does not meetH41. 
This shows that even when the radius is one, the lexicographic component need not be the
center of the incidence graph.
Remark 2.3. By computing a neighbourhood of I2 in H4, it can be shown that H41 ,H42 ,H4lex are
the only irreducible components ofH4 and thatH42 is smooth.
Lemma 2.4. The Hilbert schemeH5 has nine Borel-fix ideals:
(i) I1 “ Ilex “ px0 , x31 , x21x22 , x21x2x23 , x21x2x3x24q,
(ii) I2 “ px0 , x31 , x21x2x3x4 , x21x22x4 , x21x2x23 , x21x22x3 , x21x32q,
(iii) I3 “ px0 , x41 , x31x2 , x31x3 , x31x4 , x21x22 , x21x2x23 , x21x2x3x4q,
(iv) I4 “ px0 , x41 , x31x2 , x31x3 , x21x22 , x21x2x3 , x31x24q,
(v) I5 “ px20 , x0x1 , x0x2 , x0x3 , x0x4 , x31 , x21x2x23 , x21x2x3x4 , x21x22q,
(vi) I6 “ px20 , x0x1 , x0x2 , x0x3 , x0x4 , x41 , x31x2 , x31x3 , x31x4 , x21x22 , x21x2x3q,
(vii) I7 “ px20 , x0x1 , x0x2 , x0x3 , x0x24 , x31 , x21x2x3 , x21x22q,
(viii) I8 “ px20 , x0x1 , x0x2 , x0x3 , x31 , x21x2q,
(ix) I9 “ px20 , x0x1 , x0x2 , x21q.
Moreover, I1 , . . . , I7 are the only Borel-fixed ideals lying in the lexicographic component.
2Once again, our notation differs with [R20]; in that paperHnn´2,n´2 is used to denote the componentHn1 .
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Proof. The computation of Borel-fixed ideals is similar to Lemma2.1. To prove the other statement
we appeal to a theorem of Reeves. Given an ideal J Ď S we define the double saturation, satx4 ,x5pJq
to be the ideal obtained by setting x4 “ 1 and x5 “ 1 in J. It is shown in [R95, Theorem 11] that a
Borel-fixed ideal J lies in the lexicographic component if and only if satx4 ,x5pJq “ satx4 ,x5pIlexq. It
is clear that the double saturation of I1 , . . . , I7 are all equal to satx4 ,x5pIlexq “ px0 , x31 , x21x22 , x21x2x3q
while the double saturation of I8 and I9 are different. 
Notation 2.5. Let Z j denote the Borel-fixed points defined by the ideal I j of Lemma 2.4.
Lemma 2.6. The component H52 does not meet H5lex. Moreover, the only Borel-fixed points on H25 are Z8
and Z9.
Proof. By Lemma 2.4 it suffices to show that H52 does not contain Z1 , . . . , Z7. Assume this was
not the case; then there is a flat family X Ñ Speckrtsptq with generic fiber Xtp0qu isomorphic to a
quadric threefold meeting a plane along a line and special fiber Xtptqu “ Zi for some i ď 7. We
may choose the family so that Xtp0qu is transverse to the hyperplane Vpx5q in P5kptq. Since x5 is a
non-zero divisor on S{IZi , the hyperplane section X X Vpx5q Ñ Speckrtsptq is still flat.
Since Xtp0qu X Vpx5q is a quadric surface meeting a line at a point, Zi X Vpx5q must lie in the
componentH42. A straightforward computation shows that the (saturated) ideal of Zi XVpx5q is
defined by px5 , x0 , x31 , x21x2x3 , x21x22q. But as noted in Lemma 2.1 (ii), this defines the lexicographic
point which lies inH4lexzH42; a contradiction.
By [R20, Theorem C], Z9 is the unique Borel-fixed point in H51 and thus Z9 P H51 XH52 Ď H52.
Since the Hilbert scheme is connected,H52 must meet a component Y different fromH51 andH5lex.
Once again using Lemma 2.4 we see that Z8 P H52 X Y Ď H52. 
Proof of Theorem A. Since H51 only meets H52 (Theorem 1.3) and H5lex does not meet H52 (Lemma
2.6), the radius ofH5 is at least two. To show that the radius ofH5 is at most two, it is enough to
establish the following two facts:
(i) The distance fromH52 toH5lex is two,
(ii) If Y is a component ofH5 that does not meetH52 then Y meetsH5lex.
Indeed, once we know these two facts, the component connecting H52 to H5lex will be a center of
the incidence graph. To prove (i) consider a pathH52 “ Y1 ,Y2 , . . . ,Ym “ H5lex with YiXYi`1 ‰ H
and mminimal. The minimality of m implies Y3XY1 “ H. Since Z8 , Z9 lie in Y1, the intersection
Y2 X Y3 must contain one of Z1 , . . . , Z7. By Lemma 2.4, Y2 meets the lexicographic component.
Thus m “ 3 proving item (i). The proof of item (ii) is analogous. 
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